The history of the art of medicine is a study singularly full of interest and instruction, seeing that its course has not followed that of the-fine arts on the one hand, nor of the pure sciences on the other, but has followed a somewhat peculiar course of its own. While medicine has gained much in periods like our own, when the spirit of positive accuracy is encouraged, at the same time it has lost some of that virtue which roots itself in the accumulations of unverified experience ; for, like many another shy plant, it may thrive on a heap of soil by the way side, while it wanes and withers on scientific composts.
Reviews.
[April, turies has gained by the tact, observation and insight of individuals ? of such men as Hippocrates, Are tee us, Galen, Sydenham, Cullen, Graves; in others by the permanent scientific advances won by such men as Vesalius, Harvey, Morgagni, Bichet, Hunter; not that the former were without science, or the latter without art, but that medicine benefited by them variously. There is not this same variety in the history of the fine arts which seem to flourish best in obscurantist times and sects; nor in the history of the pure sciences, which wholly suffer in times when premises are unquestioned. Nowadays the curious survival and temporary reanimation of mediaeval theology and forced aesthetic sentiment, which seem a blessing to fine arts and which are a curse to pure science, may add a warmth and colour to the art of medicine which cannot live by the bread of science alone. On the whole, then, th? art of medicine has grown more continuously, and has found some food in more centuries than perhaps any other subject of human knowledge, save always the art of law and government, with which it has some community of nature. Both subjects have always gained by scientific handling, though neither of them, as practical arts, can be satisfied with positive treatment alone. The history of diabetes is an admirable sketch of the history of medicine writ small, and few subjects present more vividly the strife of man with circumstance, the early ignorance of the place of the evil and the form of it, then the awakening consciousness of its presence, the baffled first efforts to learn its nature and to defeat it, the long times of disheartening and even of apathy, the times of advance and of partial victory, and above all that which never fails, the old, weary and unintelligible waste, waste of precious burdens of human life, which age after age fall like the leaves while the secret of safety is yet hidden. The old story of the cry of death with none to answer.
It is somewhat remarkable that diabetes is undescribed in the Hippocratic writings, and that it was probably unrecognised by the early Greeks T. Clifford Allbutt.
